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C
ommon Snipe Gallinago gallinago is a
widespread breeding bird throughout
the wetlands of northern North America

and northern Eurasia. In recent years, the possi-
bility of vagrancy by ‘Wilson’s Snipe’ G. g. deli-
cata (hereafter ‘delicata’) to western Europe has
seen an explosion of interest in snipe identifica-
tion. Accepted European records of delicata
include a juvenile shot at Coleraine, Co.
Londonderry, on 28th October 1991 (Milne &
O’Sullivan 1998) and one on Ouessant,
Finistére, France, in October 2005 (Legrand
2005), while several claims from Scilly dating
back to October 1998 are still under review. The
decision by the American Ornithologists’ Union
(AOU) to treat delicata as a separate species
(Banks et al. 2002) has undoubtedly added to
the interest. Separation of delicata from nomi-
nate gallinago (hereafter ‘gallinago’) is extremely
difficult, however, and not helped by the exis-
tence of another migratory form, G. g.
faeroeensis, which breeds on northern North
Atlantic islands, including Iceland, Faeroe,
Orkney and Shetland, and has occurred along-
side gallinago and presumed vagrant delicata in
Europe.

One highly distinctive aspect of the breeding

biology of snipes is the use of the outermost tail
feathers in display and mate selection. In the
well-known ‘drumming’ display flight, the
outermost tail feathers are splayed out at a dif-
ferent angle from the rest of the tail and the
vibration of these outermost feathers produces
the ‘drumming’ sound. Differences in the shape
and width of the outermost tail feathers are
apparently species-specific, producing different
sounds (Thönen 1969; Miller 1996) and pro-
viding a mechanism for assortative mating. On
St Paul Island, in the Pribilof Islands, delicata
and gallinago occur together fairly commonly
and here birders claim that there is a perceivable
difference in the drumming sounds of the two
forms (though note that there is, as yet, no
proven instance of sympatric breeding either
here or elsewhere in the Bering Sea region). In
turn, the outermost tail feathers are also a key
feature for birders trying to separate these two
forms away from the breeding grounds.

This paper focuses on the separation of deli-
cata and gallinago based upon extensive field
experience of delicata in North America and of
gallinago in Europe, examination of museum
specimens and an extensive collection of photo-
graphs (of birds in the field and in the hand).
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ABSTRACT In recent years, the occurrence in Europe of Common Snipes
Gallinago gallinago showing characters associated with the North American 
race G. g. delicata – notably on Scilly – has generated considerable interest 
and debate. Several features have been proposed to help separate delicata

from nominate gallinago but little has been published to quantify these
characters. All criteria previously suggested are reviewed here and, based 

upon field experience and examination of museum specimens and 
photographs of both forms, their effectiveness discussed. Consistent 

differences were found in the depth of the white tips to the secondaries,
extent of white on the underwing-coverts, pattern of the axillaries, number 

of tail feathers, and the pattern and width of the outermost tail feather.
If supporting evidence documenting these features is obtained, separation 

of gallinago and delicata should be possible in many instances.
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were not going to be helpful in this analysis.
Given that museum time was limited, effort was
concentrated on characters that appeared to be
most promising. Museum specimens were
scored for the following potentially key features:

• Depth of white tips to secondaries

• Width of outermost tail feather

• Pattern of outermost tail feather

• Extent of white and dark barring on 
axillaries and underwing-coverts
In addition, the following characters were

evaluated from both specimens and photos:

• Shape of white tips to secondaries

• Pattern of barring and background colour of
flanks

• Pattern of mantle and central scapulars

• Pattern of tertials

• Extent of toe and foot projection beyond
tail-tip in flight

• Shape of folded wing-tip (relative position
of tips of P9 and P10, primaries numbered
descendantly) 
The results were tabulated based upon a

mixture of objective (measured) and subjective
(assessed) criteria. Discussion of the features
listed is presented below, beginning with the
most useful. It should be emphasised that these
features are analysed for use in a field or photo-
graphic context, based on the author’s opinion.
In the analysis below, sample sizes are provided
in most cases; G = sample size for gallinago,
D = sample size for delicata.

Main identification criteria
A clear outcome for one of the main criteria
listed below will be a good guide towards iden-
tification. Two or more clear matches
strengthens the case for identification and any
individual which fits either delicata or gallinago
in all the following respects should represent a
positive identification, although to observe or
photograph each feature in sufficient detail will
be difficult.

Depth of white tips to secondaries
This feature was extremely hard to measure
consistently, as the shape of the white tips
varied greatly between individuals, in both taxa.
Where the depth of white at the tip appeared
fairly even across the width of the feather, depth
was measured along the inner side of the
feather shaft; on an unevenly marked tip, mean
depth was recorded. The depth of white was
measured on both wings for the first 25–30

Identification of Wilson’s and Common Snipe

The issue of faeroeensis, which is a common
migrant and winter visitor in Britain & Ireland,
is not specifically discussed, other than here,
where it is emphasised that faeroeensis typically
appears more richly toned on the head, upper-
parts and breast than gallinago. Thus a lone gal-
linago within a group of migrant faeroeensis
could appear strikingly different.

There is no doubt that vagrancy by delicata
to Europe and by gallinago to North America is
occurring, possibly regularly, and that it is our
inability to distinguish them, particularly less
distinctive individuals, that may be masking the
true status of each in an extralimital context.
Recent articles (e.g. Carey & Olsson 1995, Bland
1998, 1999, Leader 1999) have gone some way
to establishing criteria that separate the most
distinctive individuals. Some of the early con-
clusions have been challenged; in particular,
Leader (1999) rejected more than half of the
features suggested by Bland (1999) as being
useful for separation of the two forms. Existing
publications have provided the foundation
upon which this paper is based. The primary
objective of this research was to review the pro-
posed identification features and evaluate their
merits, based on personal field experience,
museum specimens and photographs. A sec-
ondary goal was to look for additional features
useful to the identification process.

Methods
The features that may be important for sepa-
rating gallinago from delicata were distilled
from published sources and are listed below.
A representative sample of specimens was
examined at the Texas Cooperative Wildlife
Collection, A & M University, Texas (TAMU) –
which housed 55 delicata skins, 137 delicata
outermost tail feathers and 20 delicata spread
wings – and the Natural History Museum, Tring
– where 84 delicata and 200 gallinago specimens
were examined. Photographs of specimens and
of live snipe were obtained from various pub-
lished sources and solicited via the internet; a
database of images, comprising 264 photos of
gallinago (of 239 individuals) and 115 photos of
delicata (of 91 individuals) was created. In addi-
tion, the Burke Museum at the University of
Puget Sound, Washington, provided images of
spread wings for 24 gallinago from Russia and
12 delicata.

Examination of specimens and photographs
quickly confirmed that some potential features



birds of each taxon of a
sample of G = 200, D = 84;
on each of the remaining
specimens, depth was esti-
mated visually to the nearest
millimetre except for those
judged to be close to the
overlap zone, which were
then measured (Appendix 1).

For gallinago, just one
bird (from China) showed
less than 2 mm of white on
the secondary tips: 1.5 mm
on one wing and 2.7 mm on
the other. Of the remainder,
none showed less than 
2 mm of white, and only 11
(6%) fell within the range
2–3 mm. For 75 birds (37%)
the depth fell between 3 and
4 mm but most birds (114,
57%) showed more than 
4 mm of white. There was
no apparent difference in
separate analyses for Euro-
pean (n = 100) and Asian 
(n = 100) gallinago. For deli-
cata, a majority (72, 86%)
showed less than 2 mm of
white, while just 11 (13%)
were in the overlap zone of
2–3 mm and half of these
were barely over the 2 mm
mark. Just one delicata had
white on the secondary tips
that slightly exceeded 3 mm.

This feature was also
examined in photographs,
estimated visually to the
nearest 2 mm (G = 65, D =
65). For gallinago, just one
bird (1.5%) appeared to
show secondary tips less
than 2 mm deep, 22 (34%)
were in the range 2–4 mm,
while two-thirds (42, 65%)
showed more than 4 mm of
white. For delicata, the
majority (58, 89%)
appeared to show less than 2 mm of white,
while the rest (7, 11%) showed 2–4 mm, all of
them closer to the lower end of the range.

These data suggest that the depth of the pale
tips to the secondaries is a strong character, and
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106. Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago gallinago, eastern Russia, 13th June
2003.This individual shows extremely worn secondary tips, which appear

narrower than would be the case on a bird in fresh, unworn plumage.
In gallinago, the extent of wear is greatest from April to early July, after 
which the adults undergo a complete moult; both adults and juveniles 

thus show relatively fresh and unworn secondaries in autumn.
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104. Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago gallinago, eastern Russia, 29th July
1992.This individual shows a fairly typical underwing-covert pattern for
gallinago, but the white on the secondary tips is narrower than average,

estimated from this photo to be c. 3 mm deep, and extends 
along the inner web of each feather tip.
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105. Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago gallinago, eastern Russia, 9th July 1992.
The narrow white secondary tips on this individual are quite worn. Again,
note the white extending along the inner web of each secondary tip.The
axillaries are mostly missing, and the underwing-coverts are towards the

poorly marked end of the range for gallinago, but nonetheless there is 
slightly more white in the median coverts than found on any delicata.
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that a reasonable division would be: > 3.5 mm
= gallinago; < 2 mm (on both wings) = delicata.
Birds that fall into the overlap zone require sig-
nificant agreement on other features for a posi-
tive identification.



Extent of white on
underwing-coverts
This is another key feature
that is extremely hard to
quantify. Appendix 2 defines
a nested series of types of
white band for the greater,
median, and lesser under-
wing-coverts, and shows the
assessed score by taxon (G =
57, D = 60).

Appendix 2 shows that
there is very little overlap in
this feature. In fact, there
would be a significant gap
between the two taxa but for
a handful of gallinago that
lie close to delicata. No 
delicata came close to
approaching the core range
of gallinago and, conse-
quently, this is regarded as a
strong separating feature,
particularly when con-
firming gallinago within 
the range of delicata. In
summary, Appendix 2 shows
that over half (51.7%) of the
delicata studied had no
white band on any of the
underwing-covert tips
(greater, median or lesser),
while just over a third
(36.7%) had a small band
on the tips of the greater
coverts only. The remaining
11.7% of delicata showed a
small band on the greater-
and median-covert tips, thus
overlapping with a small
proportion of gallinago
(5.3% of total sample);
however, the overwhelming
majority of gallinago
showed medium or large
white bands at the tips of
the median and greater
underwing-coverts, unlike
any delicata.

Pattern of axillaries
This is another key element
that is difficult to quantify
in the field. Again, a series of
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109. Wilson’s Snipe Gallinago gallinago delicata,Alachua County, Florida,
USA, 8th February 1999.The pattern to the axillaries and underwing-coverts
on this delicata, consisting of relatively narrow dark bands and relatively wide

intervening pale bands, lies close to the limit found in delicata, i.e. this is 
about as close as delicata will come to resembling gallinago in terms of 

the width of the pale bars (cf. plate 108).
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107. Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago gallinago, Getterön, Sweden,
1st August 2004.The white tips to the secondaries are quite narrow –
estimated at less than 3 mm from this photo. However, the underwing-
coverts show far more white than even the best-marked delicata would 

ever show. In addition, this bird shows a typical pattern to the outermost 
tail feather from below, comprising three dark bars with two intervening 

and clearly wider light bars.
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108. Wilson’s Snipe Gallinago gallinago delicata, Douglas County,Washington,
USA, 12th November 1990. A fairly typical individual, showing the limited

extent of white on the secondary tips, which is of variable width across the
wing, and bleeds up the inner web. Note the pattern to the underwing-coverts

and axillaries (although some feathers are missing), which show slightly
broader dark bands than the intervening white bands.
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definitions was created, and then used to score
specimens and photographs (G = 57, D = 40;
Appendix 3).

Although there is a strong tendency for galli-
nago to have wider white bars, and for delicata
to have wider black bars (or white and black
bars of similar width) on the axillaries, there is
substantial overlap. While gallinago overlap
completely with delicata in this regard, the
reverse is not true; 27 (45%) gallinago showed
dark bars half the width, or less, of the white
bars, but no delicata matched these. Note also
that on the second comparison (the ‘whitest’
feather in this tract) there is less overlap, with
44 (77%) gallinago having white unmatched by
delicata (apart from one specimen at TAMU,
No. 1,258, which may be gallinago or an inter-
grade). It seems reasonable to conclude that del-
icata do not have axillaries that contain a
significant excess of white, either overall or on
any one axillary feather, but that gallinago can,
rarely, have a pattern matching that typical of
delicata.

Pattern and shape of outermost tail feather
(OTF)
There are three elements to this feature: the
shape of the feather, the number of dark bars
and the angle of those dark bars. It was sur-
prising to discover a large degree of apparent
overlap in OTF shape, with more than 50% of
both taxa having the OTF of even width
throughout and with a rounded tip. However,
gallinago (27%) was more likely to have a
pointed tip than delicata (7%), while delicata

110. Wilson’s Snipe
Gallinago gallinago delicata,
Brevard County, Florida,
USA, January 1999.This
delicata shows the most

extensive white barring on
the underwing-coverts and

axillaries found on the
photographs and specimens

examined in this study.
Note that the pattern on 
the outermost axillary is

extremely unusual, with the
white bands exceeding the
width of the intervening 
dark bands.The whitest
axillary feather has more

white than on some gallinago
– but even so, it does not
form a glaringly white spot

on the underwing, as it 
does on most heavily

marked gallinago. Pe
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111. Wilson’s Snipe Gallinago gallinago delicata,
Colorado, USA, July.This delicata shows the 

typical outermost-tail-feather pattern well, having
numerous light and dark bars; the light bars are 

only a little broader than the dark bars. Note that
the underwing-covert pattern approaches the 

‘white extreme’ for delicata and, in particular, the
lesser coverts appear considerably whiter than 

on any specimen examined, or on any other 
bird photographed.
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(26%) was more likely to have a squarish tip
than gallinago (2%) (G = 41, D = 31). It is pos-
sible that a more detailed analysis would reveal
further consistent, albeit subtle differences in
shape and structure. But for identification in
the field or from photographs, or even in the
hand, shape of the OTF is indicative only.

The number of dark bars (and the depth of
intervening light bars) appears to be a strong
separation character. Note that this analysis was
performed on the distal three-quarters of the
feather, as the base of the OTF of both forms is
variably dark and usually obscured (G = 49, D
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= 50 – of which 12 were a subset of
137 OTF pre-selected as having the
least dark barring; Appendix 4).

The data show that an OTF
pattern with only two widely spaced
dark bars, or with three dark bars and
two intervening, clearly wider light
bars (the commonest pattern for galli-
nago) is not found in delicata. The
converse is not true, however; a signif-
icant minority (18%) of gallinago
overlap with the commonest pattern
for delicata – four or more dark bars
with the intervening light bars about
the same width.

An initial assessment of the angle
of the dark OTF bars suggested a
useful difference, but closer analysis
(G = 42, D = 43) found extensive
overlap, with a tendency for more
delicata to have these bars at an
obvious angle rather than perpendi-
cular to the shaft (60% vs 40%). For

gallinago, there were about even numbers
of the two patterns. This was an unex-
pected finding that seems to contradict
previous identification articles.

Although the second-outermost tail
feather (OTF-1) is not important for iden-
tification, it is necessary to understand the
difference in shape between this and the
OTF to establish whether the latter is
present (i.e. it has not been moulted or
lost). In particular, there is a consistent dif-
ference in the width of the outer web of
these two feathers. In both taxa, the outer
web of the OTF is narrow, typically 1.3–2.0
mm wide and fairly uniform throughout its
length. The outer web of OTF-1 is at least
twice as wide as this, sometimes three times
or more. Rarely, the outer web of OTF-1 is

a little narrower than usual in the basal and mid-
section of the feather, but is still twice as wide (or
more) at the tip compared with the OTF.

Width of outermost tail feather
Hayman et al. (1986) set a width of
9 mm as the watershed for separation of galli-
nago and delicata (i.e. < 9 mm = delicata,
> 9 mm = gallinago), while Bland (1999) gave 
a mean width, 20 mm from the feather tip, of
7.2 mm for delicata and 12.8 mm for gallinago
(no sample size given by either source). A
random sample of feathers was measured for

113. Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago gallinago, Inashiki City,
Ibaraki prefecture, Japan, 17th September 2003.This gallinago

from Japan shows an exceptional outermost-tail-feather 
pattern, which approaches that of delicata. Even so, the 
two outermost light bands are broader than on any 

delicata examined.
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112. Outermost tail feathers of Wilson’s Snipe Gallinago gallinago
delicata.These were selected from 137 such feathers held in the

collection at Texas A&M University to illustrate feathers showing the
widest light barring and thus approaching the pattern of gallinago.
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the present study, later refined to include all
those perceived as being wider or narrower than
normal for the taxon. The range for gallinago
(G = 200) was 8.8–13.0 mm, while the greatest
OTF width for delicata (D = 211) was 10.5 mm,
indicating a clear overlap zone. A cautious con-
clusion is that OTF width of 11 mm or more
should exclude delicata, while less than 8 mm
should exclude gallinago. Clearly, any individual
coming close to these limits should be checked
rigorously for other features.

Number of tail feathers
BWP indicates that a snipe with only 12 tail
feathers should be gallinago (normally 14), but
one with 14–18 tail feathers could be either gal-
linago or delicata (normally 16). Even when the
tail feathers can be counted and only 12 are
present, it is essential to ensure that none are
missing (see above).

Supporting criteria
If a potential vagrant snipe fits one or more of
the main criteria listed above, the following
supporting criteria may help to reinforce the
outcome. These features are not diagnostic, and
should not be used in isolation.

Pattern of breast
Carey & Olsson (1995) stated that delicata
shows contrast between the upper breast,
which is streaked on a brown background,
and the lower breast, which is barred on an
off-white background. They maintained that
this differs from gallinago , in which the
entire breast appears spotted or streaked on
a brown background. For the present study,
th is  feature  was  examined on a  large
number of delicata in the field (n = 100+)
and in photographs of both taxa. While
there is an average difference, as Carey &
Olsson stated, it was found that a minority
of de l i cata have  a  breas t  pat tern
approaching or similar to that described for
ga l l inago (at  l eas t  10%), whi le  a  pho-
tographed gallinago in Bahrain had a breast
pattern similar to that of typical delicata.
The occurrence of gallinago-type breast pat-
terns in delicata is sufficiently low for breast
pattern to  be  a  good star t ing point  for
examining a snipe within the range of deli-
cata, but overall it is a minor identification
feature owing to the extent of overlap and
the difficulty of assessing it accurately.

Pattern of mantle and back
This seems to be confusingly variable in both
forms, despite there being an average difference.
Typically, the upperparts of gallinago appear
warmer, browner and less contrasting than
those of delicata, while the upperparts of most
delicata appear darker, almost blackish, and the
contrast between the paler feather fringes and
darker centres is enhanced. Some gallinago can,
however, appear as dark as many delicata in this
respect, but I have not yet seen a delicata with
upperparts approaching the warmer brown
hues shown by most gallinago. This character
may be a useful one-way feature on certain
individuals.

Criteria of limited or no identification value
As part of this review, all characters that have
been suggested as being potentially useful to
separate migrant gallinago and delicata were
investigated. Of these, several were found to be
of limited or no value.

Shape of white tips to secondaries
Although given strong support by Bland (1998,
1999) and Leader (1999), the data in Appendix
5 indicate extensive overlap and this feature is
of no value when applied to an individual bird
(G = 52, D = 97, assessed from photographs).

Pattern of upperwing-coverts
Although differences in the prominence of the
median-covert panel and primary-covert wing-
bar were suggested by Carey & Olsson (1995),
there is substantial variation within taxa (espe-
cially in gallinago, but to a lesser extent in deli-
cata). On average, European breeding gallinago
have warmer-toned upperwing-coverts than
Asian breeding gallinago, and delicata.

Colour of primary-coverts
Typically, in delicata the primary-coverts are
blackish and seem less variable in colour than
those of gallinago, where they are typically
browner. However, gallinago with blackish
primary coverts are not hard to find in a large
sample of specimens.

Pattern of head
Head pattern shows so much variation within
each taxon that it proved impossible to find
anything but general tendencies: gallinago tends
to have warmer and thicker pale bands, while
delicata tends to have colder and thinner pale
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bands. There is clearly extensive overlap
between the two taxa, however, even within a
limited sample of birds.

Length of bill
No useful differences in bill length between the
two taxa were found.

Pattern of flanks
Bland (1998, 1999) suggested that, in delicata,
the flank barring is strong and contrasting and
forms a ‘mirror image’ of the axillary barring;
furthermore, that the underlying flank colour of
gallinago is washed brown, reducing contrast,
while in delicata it is white, enhancing contrast.
Analysing a short series of skins was sufficient
to indicate wide overlap in the width of the
flank barring, although gallinago more often
tends to have the dark bars narrower than the
intervening white bars (G = 57, D = 14;
Appendix 6). Flank colour and saturation
proved to be virtually identical.

Pattern of scapular edgings
While gallinago typically has deeper, warmer
tones to the broad outer fringes of the scapu-
lars, and lacks fringes on the inner edge of the
lower scapulars, a significant minority (espe-
cially juveniles, and perhaps mainly those in
Asian populations) have colder and paler outer
fringes and sometimes a narrow (typically
partial) pale fringe on the inner edge. This
minority gallinago pattern seems identical to
the typical scapular pattern of delicata; while a
significant minority of the latter show much
warmer buff outer edges, and lack pale fringes
on the inner edge. Individual variation within
and between taxa renders this feature of little
use, even as a supporting character (G = 200+,
D = 135+, plus photographs of both forms).
One feature sometimes mentioned as a good
pointer towards delicata is the presence of a pair
of pale ‘pips’ on the inner fringe of the scapu-
lars. This is a regular feature of delicata –
though rarely is absent, while only a small
number of gallinago show a similar pattern;
thus it may be used with caution as a sup-
porting feature.

Exposed toe length in flight
Carey & Olsson (1995) stated that the tail of
delicata is shorter than that of gallinago, and
that the toes are visible just beyond the tail-tip
in flight. Personal experience, after looking

specifically for this feature in flying delicata
(D = 50+), indicates that it is variable; most
show some projection, varying from most of
the foot to just the tip of the toes (and examina-
tion of photos of gallinago indicates that they
too can show some foot extension beyond the
tail). Toe projection in gallinago is probably less
than in delicata but given the probable extensive
overlap and difficulty in observing this accu-
rately, it should be considered a minor feature.

Pattern of tertials
This feature has figured prominently in earlier
works, and is one of those retained by Leader
(1999) from those put forward by Bland (1999).
Many delicata were examined in the field
(100+), plus trays of specimens of both forms.
This revealed a bewildering variation and it was
impossible to isolate any pattern diagnostic of
either taxon. There is a marked tendency for
gallinago to show closely spaced and prominent
cinnamon bars compared with delicata (espe-
cially towards the base of the feather), but 
this feature was considered unreliable as the 
gallinago pattern occurred in some well-marked
delicata, and vice versa.

Vocalisations
There have been claims that the call of gallinago
is slightly different from that of delicata. I have
not been able to detect any difference from
recordings. This feature requires further investi-
gation but any differences are likely to be minor
and hard to document.

Shape of wing-tip
It has been suggested that gallinago is slightly
longer-winged than delicata, and that this is
evident in the spacing of the outermost primary
tips. Birds examined in this study revealed 
there to be no significant difference in either
character.

Conclusions
Common Snipe and Wilson’s Snipe are diag-
nosably distinct, although extralimital birds
require careful examination to establish that at
least one (and preferably two or more) of the
main criteria listed above is assessable and lies
outside any zone of overlap. Nonetheless, many
birds will not be identifiable, either because the
vital features cannot be properly judged, or
because these key features are in the zone of
overlap or doubt. One important finding from
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this study is that confirming delicata in the
normal range of gallinago is more difficult than
previously thought, and much harder than con-
firming gallinago within the normal range of
delicata. No individual snipe examined held a
contradictory combination of key features,
although a specimen at TAMU (see above)
seemed intermediate in many respects, which in
combination placed it apart from either delicata
or gallinago. While studying the specimens at
the NHM, Tring, I located one bird in the deli-
cata tray, labelled as coming from the Hudson
Bay Company in 1875 (BM(NH) Reg. No. Vel.
Cat. 38.75b), which had white secondary tips of
more than 4 mm. Applying the other features
above, this bird is clearly a gallinago, an identifi-
cation that is also supported by it having only
12 tail feathers with none apparently missing.
This specimen would seem to be the first record
of gallinago for North America, but the label
and catalogue data are vague, and it may not be
assignable to a location.

The study presented here is a further contri-
bution to the process of defining these two taxa,
but it would clearly benefit from larger datasets.
I encourage all students of snipe to apply the
above criteria to more specimens, live birds in
the hand and photographs, and publish or com-
municate their results, especially if they contra-
dict those given above. The results presented
here should assist finders and assessors of
potential vagrant snipe, but need to be applied
with caution and common sense.
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Appendix 2. Extent of white on underwing-coverts of Common Gallinago gallinago gallinago and Wilson’s
Snipe G. g. delicata, analysed from photographs of live birds and specimens.The greater- and median-covert

character (in bold) is present on all specimens/photographs in that category, while the presence or absence of a
band on the lesser coverts is variable and a band is present only on the number of specimens mentioned.

gallinago delicata

Europe Asia combined North America

Large band on greater coverts, and large band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 2 (8.3%) 7 (21.2%) 9 (15.8%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0

Large band on greater coverts, and medium band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 7 (29.2%) 10 (30.3%) 17 (29.8%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 2 (6.1%) 2 (3.5%) 0

Large band on greater coverts, and small band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 3 (12.5%) 1 (3.0%) 4 (7.0%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0

Medium band on greater coverts, and large band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 4 (16.7%) 3 (9.1%) 7 (12.3%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0

Medium band on greater coverts, and medium band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 3 (12.5%) 4 (12.1%) 7(12.3%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 1 (3.0%) 1 (1.8%) 0

Medium band on greater coverts, and small band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 2 (8.3%) 1 (3.0%) 3 (5.3%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 1 (4.2%) 2 (6.1%) 3 (5.3%) 0

Small band on greater coverts, and large band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0

Small band on greater coverts, and medium band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 1 (4.2%) 0 1 (1.8%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0

Small band on greater coverts, and small band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 1 (4.2%) 0 1 (1.8%) 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 2 (6.1%) 2 (3.5%) 7 (11.7%)

Small band on greater coverts, and no band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 22 (36.7%)

No band on greater coverts, and no band on median coverts
band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 0
no band on lesser coverts 0 0 0 31 (51.7%)

Total 24 33 57 60

Appendix 1. Mean depth of white tips to the secondaries of Common Gallinago gallinago gallinago and 
Wilson’s Snipe G. g. delicata. Notes: (a) six very close to 3 mm; (b) six very close to 2 mm; (c) includes 

one individual with S2 = 1.95, S5 = 2.05 and another with S2 = 1.50, S5 = 2.7; (d) six very close to 3mm;
(e) all barely over the 2-mm limit, none approaching 3 mm.

gallinago delicata
Europe Asia combined North America

Measured on specimens
< 2mm 0 0 0 72 (85.7%)
2–3 mm 7c (7.0%) 4 (4.0%) 11 (5.5%) 11b (13.1%)
3–4 mm 40a (40.0%) 35d (35.0%) 75 (37.5%) 1 (1.2%)
4+ mm 53 (53.0%) 61 (61.0%) 114 (57.0%) 0

n 100 100 200 84

Estimated from photographs
< 2mm 1 (3.8%) 0 1 (1.5%) 58 (89.2%)
2–4 mm 10 (38.5%) 12 (30.8%) 22 (33.8%) 7e (10.8%)
4+ mm 15 (57.7%) 27 (69.2%) 42 (64.6%) 0

n 26 39 65 65
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Appendix 3. Pattern of axillaries in Common Gallinago gallinago gallinago and Wilson’s Snipe G. g. delicata.
‘Whitest feather’ focuses on the single feather with the greatest extent of white in the tract.

Note: (a) this delicata is TAMU specimen No. 1,258 (see comments in text).

gallinago delicata

Pattern of dark and white predominant  predominant on  predominant  predominant on 
barring on axillaries across tract whitest feather across tract whitest feather

dark bars > white bars 2 (3.3%) 0 22 (56.4%) 6 (15.9%)

dark bars = white bars 14 (23.4%) 0 15 (38.5%) 19 (47.5%)

dark bars slightly < white bars 17 (28.3%) 13 (22.8%) 2 (5.1%) 14 (35.0%)

dark bars half width of white bars 11 (18.3%) 21 (36.8%) 0 1a (2.5%)

dark bars third width of white bars 11 (18.3%) 14 (24.6%) 0 0

dark bars essentially absent 5 (8.3%) 9 (15.8%) 0 0

n 60 57 39 40

Appendix 4. Pattern and shape of outermost tail feather in Common Gallinago gallinago gallinago and 
Wilson’s Snipe G. g. delicata. Pattern excludes the basal quarter of the feather, i.e. that normally hidden by body 

(contour) feathers. Notes: (a) this feather had only one broad light band; (b) this was a very short feather;
(c) this feather had only one broad light band; (d) this gallinago subset approached ‘much wider’ for second 

pale band. Data for delicata is skewed towards the least-marked pattern from 137 outer tail feathers 
examined at TAMU. Samples were deliberately selected for their gallinago-type appearance to give 

most relevance to this discussion.

gallinago delicata

Outermost tail feather: pattern n n
two dark bars or less 6 (12.2%) 0
three dark bars – light bars much wider 25 (51.0%) 1a (2.0%)
three dark bars – light bars even or a little wider 4 (8.2%) 1b (2.0%)
four dark bars – light bars much wider 5 (10.2%) 1c (2.0%)
four dark bars – light bars even or a little wider 6d (12.2%) 24 (48.0%)
five or more dark bars 3 (6.1%) 23 (46.0%)
total 49 50

Outermost tail feather: shape n n
even throughout, rounded tip 21 (51.2%) 20 (64.5%)
even throughout, pointed tip 7 (17.1%) 2 (6.5%)
narrowing indent near tip – rounded tip 8 (19.5%) 1 (3.2%)
narrowing indent near tip – pointed tip 4 (9.8%) 0
squarish tip 1 (2.4%) 8 (25.8%)
total 41 31

Outermost tail feather: dark-bar angle Feature predominant Feature predominant
roughly perpendicular to shaft 20 (47.6%) 17 (39.5%)
clearly angled to shaft 22 (52.4%) 26 (60.5%)
total 42 43

Appendix 5. Shape of white tips to secondaries in Common Gallinago gallinago gallinago and Wilson’s Snipe 
G. g. delicata.The shape is assessed on the inner web of a central secondary, and taken from photographs.

gallinago delicata

Shape of white tips to secondaries Europe Asia combined North America

perpendicular – no bleed upwards 11 (27.5%) 8 (25.8%) 19 (26.8%) 18 (18.6%)

perpendicular – slight bleed upwards 16 (40.0%) 16 (51.6%) 32 (45.1%) 57 (58.8%)

curved – medium bleed upwards 9 (22.5%) 7 (22.6%) 16 (22.5%) 18 (18.6%)

curved – strong bleed upwards 4 (10.0%) 0 4 (5.6%) 4 (4.1%)

n 40 31 71 97
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Appendix 6. Comparison of flank pattern and colour between Common Gallinago gallinago gallinago
and Wilson’s Snipe G. g. delicata.

gallinago delicata

Flank pattern Feature predominant Feature predominant
dark bars > pale bars 4 (6.5%) 2 (12.5%)
bars roughly equal 17 (27.4%) 7 (43.8%)
dark bars < pale bars 41 (66.1%) 7 (43.8%)
n 62 16

Flank colour Feature predominant Feature predominant
flanks white or whitish, as belly 40 (70.2%) 11 (78.6%)
flanks washed buff/brown, contrasting with belly 17 (29.8%) 3 (21.4%)
n 57 14

Notes
All Notes submitted to British Birds are subject to independent review, either by the Notes Panel or 

by the BB Editorial Board.

Egyptian Geese eating New Zealand Pigmyweed
On 30th June 2007, at Moor Green Lakes NR,
Berkshire, I  watched 13 Egyptian Geese
Alopochen aegyptiaca feeding on New Zealand
Pigmyweed Crassula helmsii. The geese fed for
c. 30 minutes solely on Crassula, mostly on
plants up to c. 6 mm high, but some on plants
up to 10 mm high. New Zealand Pigmyweed is
an ‘aggressively colonising species… first cul-
tivated in Britain in 1927 and first discovered
in the wild in 1956 [in Essex]. Since the late
1970s it has spread rapidly north and west’
(Preston et al. 2002). It suppresses other
plants and is considered a major pest species.

Conservationists have been trying to control
Crassula for years, with limited success, and it is
now tackled at Moor Green with herbicides.
Whether this observation highlights a possible
natural control method is debatable – it is pos-
sible that the geese are as likely to spread the
plant as control it, as it grows easily from small
pieces. It would, however, be interesting to
know whether Egyptian Geese, or other wild-
fowl, feed regularly on Crassula helmsii.
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On 6th April 2007, I watched a Little Grebe
Tachybaptus ruficollis catch and attempt to eat an
adult newt (probably a Smooth Newt Triturus
vulgaris) on a small lake near Banbury, Oxford-
shire. The grebe surfaced holding the newt by
the base of its tail and spent 30 seconds or so
slapping it on the water surface and attempting
to swallow it. The grebe dived again with the
newt in its bill and presumably lost it under-
water or gave up the attempt, as it was not seen
to swallow it.

BWP reports that Little Grebes will take
small frogs (Ranidae) and salamanders (Sala-
mandroidea), but does not mention adult
newts. Perhaps these should not be a wholly
unexpected prey item, but would surely be
unusually large for a Little Grebe (male Smooth
Newts reach some 10–11 cm long). I have found
one other reference to such behaviour, in March
2007 at Loversall Pool near Potteric Carr in
Yorkshire (Potteric Carr Birder’s Newsletter,
Yorkshire Wildlife Trusts).

Colin Wilkinson
RSPB Midlands Regional Office, 46 The Green, South Bar, Banbury OX16 9AB

John E. Warren
129 Liscombe, Birch Hill, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 7DE

Little Grebe catching newt


